
Enrichment activities 

Throughout the year our children participate in 

a programme of enrichment activities. We 

work with a wide range of businesses,          

enterprise providers and other schools to     

deliver these activities:  

  

- Enabling Enterprise Challenge Days. 

These days are delivered by Enabling Enter-

prise and provide explicit teaching of each of 

the skills 

 

- Global Entrepreneurship Week  

In the 3rd week of November every year the 

school participates in Global Entrepreneurship 

Week. This is focused around the development 

and process of business planning rather than 

creating a finished product. Over the week 

children will in business teams plan, design and 

cost a product or service. By the end of the 

week the top performing teams from each year 

group will pitch to the whole school. Each class 

will then vote for their Global Entrepreneur-

ship Team of the Week. The winning team will 

have their name put on our Enterprise trophy. 

 

- My Money Week! 

My Money week is a cross-curricular week 

where maths and money link together. We  

work with ‘My Money Week’ and use their    

resources to support pupils with mathematical 

application to real world financial problems 

and discuss the choices they may have to make 

in finding a solution. These activities are both 

real world and virtual situations, such as, an 
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online game where a child visits the zoo and has 

to choose how to spend their money and discov-

er what the positive and negative consequences 

of their spending are. 

 

- Shaftesbury Park Primary School’s approach 

to Tycoon Project and Buckingham University 

The Tycoon Project is run by The Peter Jones 

Foundation and forms a significant part of our 

longer spanning Enterprise projects. Children 

create a business plan and are loaned the start 

up capital from the Peter Jones Foundation. 

The team that is judged to have been the 

most effective (not necessarily largest prof-

it) will be given the opportunity to attend 

Entfest in the summer term. Entfest is an 

Entrepreneurship festival that is held annu-

ally at Buckingham University. Children 

have the opportunity to meet and talk to 

international business leaders, access fo-

rums for business and product development, 

and engage with a wider business communi-

ty.  
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Integrating Enterprise and IPC 

across the curriculum  

Our aims will be delivered across the         

curriculum but predominantly through our 

chosen cross-curricular topic scheme, the IPC 

(International Primary Curriculum). The IPC 

allows students to access non-core areas of 

the curriculum; Geography, History, Music and 

Art, through a range of topics which usually 

last a half term or a full term. For example, in 

one of the Year 5 topics, the Mayans, the  

children will cover some of the National     

Curriculum objectives for History, Geography 

Music and Art. English lessons can also provide 

an opportunity to further integrate these   

topics into wider areas of the curriculum. 

 

The topics selected from the IPC for each year 

group is matched with a topic from the        

Enabling Enterprise programme. For example, 

one such project involved our Year 3 children 

visiting a software company, Yoti; the children 

explored the different barriers companies face 

when communicating and identified internal 

communication as an area which could be   

improved upon. The children then worked  

together to develop and refine their ideas for 

an app to aid communication between        

employees. They went on to pitch their ideas 

in front of company employees.  

 

We firmly believe that it is never too early for 

children to begin developing these skills. Our 

Nursery and Reception classes recently     

completing a project to improve their local 
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Primary School is about providing our children 

from an early age with excellent opportunities 

to develop lifelong skills that will ultimately 

enhance their future employability prospects. 

This education will help them to develop an 

enterprising mind-set and embed the skills and 

experiences that are needed to create a     

generation of entrepreneurs and leaders of the 

future.  

Aims 

It is our aim to be the hub of excellence 

across Wandsworth schools in developing  

enterprise skills. We will do this by: 

 encouraging, enriching and develop    

learning by embedding Enterprise          

Education and business and economic    

understanding across the school            

curriculum,  

 providing all children with the opportunity 

to develop skills (including literacy,           

numeracy, ICT and financial capability)  

required to progress into employment, self 

employment and further/higher education,  

 offering opportunities for work-related 

learning and vocational education through 

partnerships with organisations such as 

Teach First and Enabling Enterprise, 

 cultivating a positive attitude toward risk 

taking and entrepreneurial attitudes, 

 providing students, staff and governors the 

opportunity to assess the impact of        

enterprise learning & to ensure the robust 

monitoring of enterprise provision.  

environment by designing and building a bug 

hotel to attract local insects. All 8 enterprise 

skills were fully utilised in its creation! 

 

Context for learning 

Each IPC/Enterprise topic is delivered through  

one or more of the following: 

 a business approach which involves making 

and selling a product,  

 a community approach which involves    

organising an event or exhibition,  

 an environmental approach which can   

involve a campaign, 

 a problem solving approach which can   

involve working as a team to overcome a 

challenge, a debate or a research based 

investigation. 

 

The 8 Enterprise skills 

The eight Enterprise skills are integrated 

throughout IPC/Enterprise topics. Each       

individual IPC/Enterprise lesson focusses on 

one or more Enterprise skills or on a couple of 

Enterprise skills in depth over the course of a 

unit. The skills are as follows: 

 Leadership 

 Using your imagination 

 Team work 

 Problem solving 

 Aiming High 

 Listening Carefully 

 Staying positive 

 Sharing ideas 

 

 


